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ABSTRACT
With the continuous development of the computer networking technology, computer technology is playing a more and more
essential role in social production and people’s lives. Meanwhile, it is surely becoming the nest of criminal activities. In this
context, computer forensic technology emerged in response to computer crimes, which has become a hot research field. This
paper illustrated the concepts, principles, classifications, procedures as well as tools of the computer forensics. The property of
the computer evidence and the anti-forensics were also in presentation. Besides, the current restrictions were discussed and the
further developing orientation was prospected.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the popularization of computer and booming development of network, computers play an increasingly important
role in daily work, study, and life, and the computer system is also closely related to the business development in
government, enterprise, bank, and other industries. However, computers have a lot of effects when bringing
convenience to our life. As a new crime form, computer network crime has become more and more popular, crime ways
of telecommunication fraud, network attack, etc. emerge in endless to bring huge loss to the country, government, and
citizens. In order to bring lawbreakers committing network crime to justice and give tangible proofs for lawful sanction
to the court, the interdisciplinary of computer and law, computer evidence forensics merges at the right moment. With
the increasing computer crime, computer evidence forensics gradually becomes a hot field drawing focus and study
from the society and academics.

2. OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER EVIDENCE FORENSICS
The most opinions show that computer forensics is called as electric forensics [1] and digital forensics which is firstly
proposed by International Association of Computer Specialists (IACIS) in the International Computer Specialist
Conference held in America in 1991 [2]. In general, computer and all the intelligent electronic equipment with
computation and memory function play three roles in computer crime: invasive affected system, tool for criminal
purpose, or the storage of crime information [3]. No matter which role the equipment plays, the suspects will always
remain a large amount of crime traces. Therefore, computer forensics refers to the process to protect, collect, save,
analyze, archive, and submit electronic persuasive and reliable evidence stored in computers and other electric
equipment, network, and relevant peripherals to the court with relevant software and hardware technology of computer
and network according to laws and regulations [4]. The essence of forensics is the process of detailed and
comprehensive information search and crime reconstruction in computer system [5].

3. PRINCIPLES AND STEPS OF COMPUTER FORENSICS
3.1Principles of computer forensics
In order to make evidence collected from computer system be persuasive, acceptable in the court, and legally effective,
some operation standards and principles should be followed during computer forensics, and evidence authenticity and
integrity should be ensured. The principles in computer forensics are as follows [8]:
(1) Timeliness principle
Because of the imperceptibility and volatility, it is required that staff for forensics should control the intrusive computer
system, tool for criminal suspects, and equipment storing potential evidence information to protect the system
environment that is, crime scene, extract evidence, and avoid evidence from being destroyed or losing.
(2) Legitimacy principle
Not only should the forensic process and operation conform to laws and regulations, but also should the staff for
forensics be equipped with relevant forensics qualification and equipment conform to laws and regulations. Otherwise,
the obtained evidence has no legal effectiveness, and previous efforts made for forensics will waste.
(3) Backup principle
Backup principle requires staff for forensics copy all the data in target system into other equipment before obtaining
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and analyzing data. It is not allowable to take direct forensics in original system and operate and install any program
that may damage the integrity and reliability of original data. Moreover, copy is not only copy operation, but also takes
physical mirroring to copy original data. Moreover, multiple backups should be stored in different devices to avoid
damage or loss.
(4) Principle of chain of custody
It has to explain the changes of evidence from original acquisition to final submission to the court and provide all the
steps for data acquisition and analysis. This is called the chain of custody for evidence.
(5) Supervision principle
Original data has to be supervised by special person. For the operation of original storage and extraction, staff of
computer forensics and supervision should be present and give signatures in operation record for approval.
3.2Steps of computer forensics
Generally, computer forensics includes steps of protection of target system, evidence confirmation, acquisition, storage,
analysis, and archive. The protection of target system refers to state latch for computer, peripheral, and network system
that is, all the feasible measures should be taken before extracting evidence to maintain the operation state when
catching and keep detailed record for the state, including system environment and log file. All the records should be
under custody of special staff, and both physical environment and system environment should be in safety to avoid
hacker or suspect from destroying criminal traces of intrusion, which is similar to the scene blockade by police. The
confirmation and acquisition of evidence is to extract potential evidence by means of searching keywords, just like
police extract footprint and finger print from the crime scene. Evidence storage refers to storing potential evidence in
special forensic devices with backup and the evidence should be separately stored to avoid damage or loss and ensure
the legal integrity, reliability, and authenticity. Analysis on evidence refers to analyzing or restoring evidence with
various forensic technologies and tools to prove the correlation with the case and further find the relevant suspect.
Evidence archive refers to settling the analysis results and conclusion for future testimony.

4. DEVELOPMENT DIRECTION OF COMPUTER FORENSIC TECHNOLOGY
Firstly, tool of computer forensic will develop towards the direction of professionalization, automation, and
intelligence, and tools for forensics will become more reliable, safe, and feasible. With the intelligence of tools, manual
operation will further reduce during the forensic, but be replaced with software. Secondly, the cultivation of
interdisciplinary talents with both computer and law knowledge will become a trend in talent cultivation in computer
forensic. Finally, deficiencies in the standard formulation of forensic tools, standard formation of forensic process,
qualification of staff for forensics, and authority of institutions will all be solved in the near future.

5. CONCLUSIONS
As a flourishing field, computer forensics has been studied and developed for more than a decade. This work only gives
a simple discussion on computer forensics technology, while there are some immature theories in this field. With the
increasing development of science and further depth application of computer and network technology, the study on this
field will be deeper in the future. It is believed that computer forensics will play an increasingly important role in crime
investigation and forensics.
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